RACIAL JUSTICE IS REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE

“THERE IS NO THING AS A SINGLE ISSUE STRUGGLE BECAUSE WE DO NOT LIVE SINGLE ISSUE LIVES”

-Audre Lorde

African American women make 64 cents for every dollar white men make.¹

34% of uninsured Americans are women of color.²

Black women die in pregnancy or childbirth 3x more often than white women.³

LGBTQH people of color represented 53% of survivors and victims of hate crimes. Transgender people of color are the most likely to experience hate based violence.⁴

REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE IS

THE RIGHT TO HAVE A CHILD ON YOUR TERMS,
THE RIGHT TO NOT HAVE A CHILD,
AND THE RIGHT TO LIVE, WORK, & PARENT THE CHILDREN YOU HAVE IN A WORLD FREE FROM VIOLENCE.

Support inclusive healthcare efforts • Demand equal pay for equal work legislation • Start conversations about the intersections of race and gender • Call or write your legislator • Invest in loving communities • Talk to medical providers about inclusive practices • Question systems that breed injustice • Read people’s experiences with abortion from the 1 in 3 campaign • Donate to organizations committed to inclusive reproductive justice • Volunteer with groups devoted to long term change • Honor people’s feelings • Challenge others to join you • Call out injustices around you

Like Kentucky Health Justice Network on Facebook and follow @KYHealthJustice on Twitter and Tumblr